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Everything is right on track for Danielle as she prepares for the grand opening of her bed and

breakfast. All that changes when her cousin, Cheryl, shows up to claim her share of the

inheritanceâ€”housemate Lily figures out there is a ghost in the houseâ€”and the million dollar

necklace goes missing.There is blood on someoneâ€™s hands and if Danielle isnâ€™t careful

sheâ€™ll be moving from Marlow House to the Big House.
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I was so anxious to read the second book of this series! I wasn't sure I was going to like this book

after the first couple of chapters, but I stuck with it and boy am I so glad that I did. I love this series...

I love this writer... I love this book. In fact, I just finished this second book and I want the third

one...and I want it now. Unfortunately, I read due to personal family issues, the writer was not able

to complete Book 3 as of yet. I'm so sorry for the family tragedies of the author, but I have to have

Book 3. I just have to!!! I haven''t wanted anything so much as I want more of this series. I'm going

to be so depressed and sad until the third one comes out. As hard as it is to believe, Book 2 way



surpassed my expectations... what a terrific story. Again, I just couldn't put it down... I devoured it... I

was biting my nails right till the end. All these main characters are so alive...even the ghosts... and

what a surprise at the end! So much to look forward to in Book 3... I just can't wait! I know that this is

a series that I'll want to save to re-read a few years from now. It definitely doesn't get better than

this.

Honestly, this series is one of my favorite ghost series. Danielle moves into a house that used to be

owned by her aunt without knowing there's a ghost there. With her gift of sight, she can see ghosts

like Walt Marlow who died in that very house less than a hundred years ago. She turns the house

into a bed and breakfast house over his objections since he feels like it's still his house.Danielle also

somehow comes with a trouble magnet. She keeps ending up in trouble, being framed for murder or

thief, or whatever. So with Danielle's gift of sight, she's able to talk to ghosts and help the cops or at

least the victims find peace by solving their murder. It's tough though when the cops think she's

really guilty and tries to pin it on her. But there's also a good side to all of this trouble, she meets

new friends that makes her happy.I so love Danielle. I can't wait to see her to get a real love interest

someday. She deserves it after all of that trouble! I've read all of the books available in this series

and all of them are pretty good. Can't wait for the newest one to come out soon.

In this second book of the series, Danielle is getting ready for her open house when her cousin and

only remaining relative makes an unwanted and unexpected appearance.When her cousin runs off

with a million dollar necklace Danielle has been wearing at the open house and then is murdered,

the main suspect is of course Danielle. With the help of the ghost of Marlow house and a few other

people, the crime is solved and you wonâ€™t believe who the killer is and how it all played out.I love

this series and this book made me realize that family is not always nice nor is it always blood.

This is a charming series with appealing characters, including a ghost or two, fun twists in a good

mystery. The series is just quirky enough to be fun without being silly, just logical enough to be

believable, and full of humor...I'm buying the whole set.

Liked this book! I bought it right after book 1. It is a continuation of the first book The Ghost of

Marlow House. The same characters plus some new ones are in this book. I liked the story and the

humor. A mystery is solved in both books. This is a nice series of books.



I like how the author is able to draw you into the story and you feel the frustration and joy and

everything in between just as the characters do. Things are not too neatly glossed over, yet there

are some things left up to the imagination as well. The detail of the surroundings makes you feel like

you are actually roaming around in the house or out in the yard.

Was just a little disappointed that I figured "whodunit" before the ending, although there were still

plenty of surprises there. This book got a little scattered to me, but pulled together in the end. Still

very enjoyable and looking forward to the rest of the series.

The Ghost Who Loved Diamonds was a charming book that was a fast, easy read. It was a mystery

and it was a love story. The strongest male in the story was definitely the ghost however, and where

can a story go if the most exciting male love interest is already dead. The history of the house was

well written and the mystery solved, but the main female character was rather vacuous and self

serving, leaving a rather "turned off" feeling toward whatever she does. Having said all of this,

surprisingly it was a "keep your interest" read.
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